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Abstract. In this paper we introduce the concept of a progressive per-
cussion graph as a musical space and the metaphor of composition as the
musical expression of a traveling experience in that space. A Progressive
Percussion Graph is a directed graph where each node is associated with
a particular percussion rhythm and each connection corresponds to a
rhythmic progression, generated through optimization processes, from
one percussion rhythm to another, respecting the connections direction.
We have explored different optimization techniques and different path-
finding algorithms resulting in a rich and diverse musical output.

Keywords: Generative Music, State Space Search, Optimization, Sound
Morphing.

1 Introduction

This work describes a form of hybrid human-generative percussion rhythmic
composition, that can be viewed as a walk along Progressive Percussion
Graphs. A Progressive Percussion Graph is a directed graph where each node is
associated with a particular percussion rhythm and each connection corresponds
to a rhythmic progression from one percussion rhythm to another, respecting the
connection’s direction. The variety of ways of traveling the graph offers the user
multiple compositional options.

The user will be responsible for the percussion graph structure: setting the
nodes and the directed connections, and associating percussion rhythms to every
node. The rhythmic progressions associated with connections, from one node to
the other, will be the rhythmic traces of an optimization computational pro-
cess where one rhythm (associated with the connection input node), being the
starting point, is subject to gradual transformations until converging towards
the goal rhythm (associated with the connection output node). The nature of
the rhythmic progressions will depend on the optimization algorithm chosen and
its respective parameters, affecting both the length of the rhythmic progression
and the progression dynamics. This concept is most commonly known as sound
morphing [18]. The user can edit connections using specific optimization filters,
like for example, deleting some sub-sequences that repeat or cutting sub-parts
that do not progress in a satisfactory way.
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Musical composition can be viewed metaphorically as the expression of a cin-
ematic experience on a progressive percussion graph: a musical voyage through
the graph nodes and connections. The exploration of the graph can be just a
musical “promenade” with no specific destination goal playing the connections
along its way. Alternatively the musical traveller can be oriented towards a de-
sired rhythm and the resulting composition (sequence of connections) being the
solution to a path finding problem. To solve such a problem we can apply several
standard path finding algorithms with different properties that generate a vast
variety of compositions. It is also possible to create an analogy with the travel-
ing salesman problem and generate compositions that correspond to a tour that
visits all nodes exactly once.

We have developed a prototype named Percussion Walker where the human
composer can create percussion graphs, can associate percussion rhythms with
each node of a particular graph and can choose between three optimizers (ge-
netic algorithm, hill-climbing and stochastic hill-climbing) for generating auto-
matically a progressive percussion graph. We have created three types of filters
for modifying the optimizer’s output sequences of rhythms. Picking a particu-
lar progressive percussion graph the user may choose to create a rhythm piece
that starts in a particular node and ends in a goal node, using several standard
algorithms [15] for searching the graph. It is also possible to make a traveling
salesman type of percussion piece, after the graph expands into a complete one,
using a known local search algorithm (2-opt) [4], starting with an initial circuit
using the nearest neighbor algorithm. The Percussion Walker Prototype can be
seen in action here [13].

The paper is organized in the following way: in section 2 we will discuss re-
lated work. Section 3 we will describe the concept of a percussion graph, while
in section 4 we will look at a particular type of Percussion Graph: the Progres-
sive Percussion graph. We will present the similarity metric that measures the
similarity between a rhythm and a target rhythm and which is at the core of
the optimization process used for filling graph connections with sequences of
percussion rhythms. We will examine the application of three optimization al-
gorithms: genetic algorithms, hill-climbing and stochastic hill-climbing, and will
close the section presenting three optimization filters. Section 5 will be dedicated
to rhythmic composition viewed as a path finding search, and finish in section
6, pointing future work.

2 Related Work

Evolutionary Computation has been used widely used in music [11], for exam-
ple, in composition, sound synthesis, improvisation and expressive performance
analysis. One of the early examples of Evolutionary Computation applied for mu-
sic is Horner and Goldberg [7], where a Genetic Algorithm was used to perform
thematic bridging. GenJam by Biles, John A. [1], is another type of evolutionary
system in which its objective was to model a novice jazz musician, who is learn-
ing how to improvise and perform live shows. The GenJam works by using two
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types of populations one for measures and one for phrases as a way to build a
solo. An individual in the measure population maps to sequences of MIDI events,
while an individual in the phrase population maps to indexes of measures in the
measure population. This makes it so that there is not just one single best mea-
sure or phrase. Achieving the perfect solo wasn’t really the point of this work, but
more of a way where the GenJam can apply various melodic ideas to any tune. In
1997 Brad Johanson and Riccardo Poli developed the GP-Music System [9] that
used genetic programming to breed melodies according to both human and au-
tomated ratings. Phon-Amnuaisuk et al. [14] used a GA to generate traditional
musical harmony, i.e. chord progressions where they used a fitness function de-
rived from music theory with surprisingly successful results. The Swedish com-
poser Palle Dahlstedt presents an evolutionary system which can create complete
piano pieces using a recursive binary tree representation combined with formal-
ized fitness criteria [5]. The NEAT Drummer [6], automatically provides drums to
accompany pre-existing music using neuronal networks and interactive evolution.
Sound Morphing has also been extensively researched by Wooller R. [18], such as
its favorable usage in electronic dance music [19] or as a way of easily integrating
the user using the morph table interface [2]. Although this work uses morphing
extensively to generate pattern sequences, our method relies more heavily on the
genetic algorithm model, rather then the probabilistic approach.

The main objective of Horowitz’s system [8] was to generate automated
rhythms through a genetic algorithmic process. Users would then influence this
genetic process by evaluating each generated rhythm with a “like or “dislike.
Even though the system is using an interactive genetic algorithm approach [16]
the subjectivity and variability of a users criteria can sometimes be ambiguous.
For that matter, user evaluation wasn’t the only determining factor for the fit-
ness function. Objective functions, containing various rhythmic rules (such as
density, beat repetition, etc.) would also influence and steer the evolutionary
process into a more specific direction.

CONGA [17] is another type of evolutionary music composition system devel-
oped by Tokui & Ida. However, unlike Horowitz’s system, the CONGA system
relies on both the Genetic Algorithm and Genetic Programming [10] concepts for
generating new rhythmic solutions, which had been previously proven successful
[3][1][9]. The CONGA system was designed taking into consideration three main
aspects, the search domain, the genetic representation and the fitness evaluation.
The search domain consisted of 4 to 16 measure rhythmic patterns (sequence
of notes). The genetic representation combined the genetic algorithm (GA) and
genetic programming (GP) approaches, where GA individuals represented short
pieces of rhythmic patterns, while the GP expressed how these patterns were
arranged in the musical structure. The Fitness Function consisted of a user eval-
uation approach, accompanied by an evaluation assistant module.

Yee-King’s Evolving Drum Machine [20], is a good example of how the evolu-
tionary and generative process can be taken into consideration for the music cre-
ation process. In this system the user can simply input a target sound (or rhythm),
which serves as the rhythmic objective or the goal of the evolutionary process.
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3 The Percussion Graph

A percussion graph is a directed graph where each node is associated with a
percussion rhythm (which we will simply call a rhythm) and each connection is
associated with an ordered non-empty sequence of rhythms. These connections
also have costs that correspond to the number of rhythms in their respective
sequences. The rhythms of a percussion graph are abstract enough to be defined
however we want, as there are no constraints imposed on the musical content.
The association of nodes with a rhythm as well as the association between a
connection and its sequence of rhythms do not imply any sort of commitment
to any form of symbolic or computational representation.

A rhythm will consist of a set of notes. Each note like the name entails, is a
musical note that will be played by a specific instrument at a specific point in
time. It is also important to note that each rhythm will have a constant tempo
and won’t be taken into consideration

Fig. 1. An Example of a Rhythm of a Percussion Graph (Image taken from the Monkey
Machine [12])

For this research we have used a particular type of percussion rhythm, which
we explain below, however it is important to note that a rhythm within the
percussion graph concept, can be linked to any other type of percussion rhythm.

The rhythm we have used consists of a 16x16 grid (see Figure 1), where each
line of the grid represents a percussion instrument and each column represents
the time in which the instrument is played. The timeline is a standard 4/4
notation, divided in eight notes, this means that the instrument can be played
up to 16 times in a measure, however the drum machine was limited to a single
inputted measure. Even though each rhythm can be played at different tempos,
we have chosen to to keep the tempo homogeneous for all the rhythms within
the a percussion graph.
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Velocity is the force in which an instrument is played (in the MIDI standard),
and we have considered two types of velocity note. The active note (ex. playing
the instrument) and the silent note (ex. not playing the instrument).

4 Progressive Percussion Graphs

As previously stated in the percussion graph concept there are no restrictions
regarding the association between graph components and rhythms: a node can
be paired with any kind of percussion rhythm and a connection can be associated
with any possible sequence of rhythms. The only constraint is that each rhythm
must be of a particular type.

For this research however, we have envisioned a particular type of hybrid
percussion graph, the Progressive Percussion Graph, involving collaboration
between a human and the computer. The human percussion graph composer
defines both the structure of the intended graph and the rhythms associated with
the nodes, but the sequences of each connection are automatically generated,
through an optimization process, corresponding to progressive transformations
between the two correspondent linked nodes.

The optimization problem is the following: starting from a particular rhythm,
how is it possible to reach the final rhythm in the minimal number of steps, where
a single step is always the transformation of a rhythm into another. The trace
left by the optimization process will be a sequence of percussion rhythms, which
hopefully will correspond to a progressive transformation from a connection’s
start node rhythm to it’s end node rhythm. By traveling along the connection’s
rhythmic sequence, the rhythms will progressively be more similar to the end
node’s rhythm and less similar to the starting rhythm. The smoothness of this
progression will depend on the single step transformations and the distance
towards the final rhythm may not always decrease as the optimization process
may be unstable. The intensity of a single step transformation of a rhythm
into another (difference between them) depends on the operator used by the
optimizers and is subject to variation and control.

It is also necessary to define a way to stop the optimization process as it might
not be in the interest of the user to arrive exactly at the goal rhythm but when
a rhythm is sufficiently near the goal rhythm (the similarity towards the goal
is above or equal to a user defined satisfaction threshold). It was also necessary
to create a fail safe in the cases where the generative process could take too
long to converge towards the objective. Thus the optimization might end when
one of these conditions holds: similarity towards the goal rhythm is above the
satisfaction threshold or the sequence length is bigger than a certain size limit.

In order to guide any optimization process we must be able to measure the
similarity between any two percussion rhythms. The chosen similarity metric
will be highly sensible to the type of rhythms used in the percussion graph. In
the following section we present, a particular similarity metric adapted to the
rhythm type used in our research, that were described in the last paragraph of
section 2.
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4.1 Measuring Similarity

For us it was important to consider two main criteria in measuring the similarity
between a rhythm and a target rhythm. First it was necessary to take into
account the nature of notes in both rhythms, the number of notes that are
coincident in time, instrument or both - velocity was not a main concern however,
because all of the notes are played with a constant velocity. Secondly, it was also
important to take into account the similarity between two rhythms in terms
of the number of played notes, independently of their nature. The similarity
function is a weighted sum of aNotes Number similarity function and aNotes
Similarity function, and ranges from a value of 1 to 10 (10 when the two
rhythms are exactly the same).

Similar(r, rt) =
Simnn(r1, r2) ×Wnn

Wnn +Wn
+

Simn(r, rt)×Wn

Wnn +Wn
(1)

Notes Number Similarity. The name Notes Number refers to the number
of notes that are played within a single rhythm, for example if a rhythm has X
playing notes the note number will be X. The note number similarity between
any two rhythms will depend on their number’s absolute difference.

Simnn(r, rt) = 10× 1

(|(NoteNumber(rt)−NoteNumber(r)|+ 1)
(2)

Notes Similarity. The Notes Similarity evaluation will compare one rhythm
(r) against a target rhythm (rt), in terms of the nature (instrument and time)
of their notes. To measure note similarity we consider three aspects: Common
Instruments, Common Times and Common Notes.

– Common Instruments (I): The number of distinct instruments that are
played in both rhythms. Note that, if r has two active notes that play maracas
and rt only has one active note with that instrument, that instrument will
only be counted once.

– Common Times (T): The number of distinct times that are played in
both rhythms. Repeated active notes with the same time will be counted in
the same fashion as in the Common Instruments.

– Common Notes (N): The number of active notes that appear in both
Rhythms.

Each of these aspects will correspond to a respective function: I(r,rt), T(r,rt)
and N(r,rt). The Notes Similarity function will be normalization of the weighted
sum of these three functions and again will be a value between 1 and 10.

Simn(r, rt) = 10× I(r, rt)×WI + T (r, rt)×WT +N(r, rt)×WN

numI(rt)×WI + numT (rt)×WT +NoteNumber(rt)×WN

(3)
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4.2 Optimization Process

Hill Climbing. Hill climbing is a mathematical optimization technique, be-
longing to the family of local search and is an iterative algorithm that starts
with an arbitrary solution to a problem, then attempts to find a better solution
by incrementally changing a single element of the solution using a neighbor-
hood operator. As soon as a change produces a better solution (best-first), an
incremental change is made to the new solution, repeating until no further im-
provements can be found. The optimization trace that will be associated with
the respective connection will be the consecutive solutions obtained through the
incremental changes that the starting node rhythm is subject until the stop
condition is fulfilled (a limit sequence is reached or the similarity towards the
connection output node reached a satisfactory threshold). Hill-Climbing does
only guarantee local optima but it is not a problem in a musical setting.

We defined a special rhythm modification function (neighborhood function)
that allowed us to modify a previous rhythm through the process of randomly
adding, removing and replacing a number of N notes. The N parameter is im-
portant for achieving a more or less smooth rhythmic progression towards the
goal rhythm. A higher value of N will imply a shorter progression (lower values
of N will result in longer progressions). This allowed us to constantly modify the
last inserted rhythm of a connection, which could then be evaluated through our
similarity function.

Note that the resulting rhythmic sequence will be strictly monotonic: the
similarity towards the goal rhythm will always increase.

Stochastic Hill Climbing. The stochastic hill climbing process differs specif-
ically in that the solution that is inserted into the connection depends on a
probability, rather then the best first approach. The probabilistic formula favors
better solutions, however there is always a slight probability that a worse so-
lution might be inserted into a connection. So instead of a steady progression
like the normal hill climbing, the stochastic has a chance of regressing in rhythm
similarity.

The probability of acceptance depends heavily on the difference of merit be-
tween the score obtained by the last solution (vc) and the score of the new
solution (vn) and of an additional parameter T. The T parameter influences the
sway of the acceptance rate. The higher the T value: the higher the chance of
accepting a worse solution.

p =
1

1 + e
eval(vc)−eval(vn)

T

(4)

Genetic Algorithm. For the Genetic Algorithm optimization, each Chromo-
some (or Individual) will represent a percussion rhythm and will be an array
of bits (where 1 represents an active note and 0 an inactive note). The fitness
function will be the similarity function (see Section 3.1). The best-ranked chro-
mosome (chromosome with the highest similarity value) of the entire population
of a generation will be the rhythm inserted into the connection.
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The genetic algorithm starts by applying a population kick-start process,
which takes into consideration the starting node’s rhythm. Using the rhythm
modification function (previously described in the hill climbing section) on the
starter rhythm, it is possible to create a population of X individuals by simply
applying this function X number of times. This allows us to create a population
pool of various multiple individuals, while still keeping some characteristics of
our initial rhythm.

For the breeding selection method we chose to use a simple roulette selec-
tion, giving the best ranked individuals a higher chance to breed. The crossover
method is a one point crossover between both chromosomes, however there is
always a small chance of a new chromosome suffering a mutation. The mutation
function is set so that a random active note is changed to an inactive note or
vice-versa.

4.3 Discussion

We have made some experiments with these optimization processes after explor-
ing a variety of parameters.

We tried multiple variations of N for the rhythm modification function (which
is used in all the optimization algorithms), we found that having a N value that
was too high might cause the optimization functions to converge too rapidly. So
to provide a smooth progression we tested with values around the interval of 3
to 7 note modifications, the best and smoothest progressions we obtained was
with a N value of 5.

Specifically in the case of the stochastic hill climbing optimization, the chal-
lenge was to find a T value “sweet spot” so to say, one that did not overcom-
pensate worse solutions but also did not completely shut them down. Through
various tweaking and experimentation we found that a value between 0 and 0.1
were garnering the best results. We settled on the value of T = 0.07 as it provided
a probability of acceptance of about 20% on lower similarity rhythms.

For the genetic algorithm, we settled on multiple varied population sizes going
from 100 to 2000 individuals, though the higher population sizes tend to slow
down the algorithm significantly. We also applied elitism on top of the roulette
selection (such as keeping 10% of the previous best individuals of a population),
which had the side effect of creating rhythmic repetition. We also tested var-
ious mutation percentages, however the impact on the final rhythms and the
generative process was very minimal, since it would only affect a single note.

Due to the progressive nature of the hill climbing method, connections that
are generated using this optimization algorithm shows a fast and straightfor-
ward convergence, with usually shorter connection lengths. Contrarily to the
genetic algorithm that usually shows a high volume of rhythms within its con-
nections especially if using elitism, which creates a lot of rhythmic repetition.
The stochastic hill climbing’s connection lengths varies heavily, there were in-
stances with both very short and others very long connection lengths, making
this optimization process very varied in terms of rhythm sequence length.
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In terms of processing time, the genetic algorithm is by far the slowest gener-
ative process, while the normal hill climbing is much faster. The stochastic hill
climbing is very varied but by far quicker to generate then its genetic algorithm
counterpart.

4.4 Optimization Filters

Filters are methods for shortening the sequences of rhythms resulting from op-
timizations, allowing the user more control over the generated solutions. Filters
can eliminate specific unwanted note-maps according to a set of pre-defined rules.
There are three types of filters that we developed:

– Point-to-Point Filter
– The Rank Filter
– The Repetition Filter

The Point-to-Point Filter takes into consideration the position of a rhythm
within the connection and cuts all the rhythms whose positions are between
position X and position Y.

The Rank Filter allows the elimination rhythms whose similarity value in-
tersect with a specific value interval. When the progression is not monotonic, as
it is the case of the stochastic hill-climbing, it may vary significantly from the
original sequence of rhythms.

The Repetition Filter like the name entails, permits the elimination of
rhythms whose similarity values are equal and appear consecutively in the rhyth-
mic sequence. The option of defining a leeway is also available, such as keeping X
number of repeated rhythms, for example keeping only two consecutive rhythms
and eliminating the rest of the repeated rhythms.

5 Composition and Traveling the Graph

Percussion rhythmic composition can be viewed as a walk along Progressive
Percussion Graphs. The variety of ways of traveling the graph offers the user
multiple compositional options.

Regarding the metaphor of walking for the percussion composition process,
one of the first things that had come to our minds was the idea of a wandering
percussionist who would travel on a percussion graph from node to node, play-
ing their respective connection along the way. It could be a “flaneur” that would
start in a particular node and wander around without any particular goal; alter-
natively he could start in a particular node of the percussion graph and wander
randomly until he found a goal node. In both cases the composition would be
the sequences of percussion rhythms corresponding to the connections along the
path. Note that in the first case, the musical promenade could stop either because
the “flaneur” found himself in a dead-end node (without any outgoing connec-
tions) or because the number of visited nodes reached the limit. In the second
case, besides the same two stop conditions, the composition also ends when the
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goal node is found. The resulting composition could include repetitions, i.e. the
same connection more than once, when the graph structure allowed cycles.

Rhythm composition may also be viewed as a solution to a graph path finding
problem where we start with a particular node and try to find a goal node. The
final composition will be the musical connection path found. At its core, a path
finding method searches a graph by starting at one point and exploring adjacent
nodes until the destination node is reached, with the intent of finding the shortest
route or just a route. For that we may use, as a toolbox, any of the available
search algorithms, informed or non-informed and the percussion piece will be the
path found and not all the explored connections used during the search process.

The different path-finding algorithms [15] have different properties and will
produce a rich variety of compositions. For example, breadth-first search will
produce the musical composition with the less number of connections and
uniform-cost search will output the optimal composition in terms of the number
of percussion rhythms. Depth-first search will produce longer pieces in general.
Cycles will correspond to musical repetitions and the human composer may be
interested in repeating rhythmic sub-pieces, setting-up a limit on the number
of cycles in a piece. Using iterative deepening depth-first search will result in
a repeating piece that expands dependent on the increase of the depth-limit in
each algorithm iteration. Search can be polarized towards the goal node, using
an heuristic search algorithm like best-first where the similarity metric is used
as the heuristic function.

The human composer may wish that a musical piece be the shortest possible
tour that visits all the nodes exactly once (it will be a solution of the asymmetric
Traveling Salesman Problem). The circuit found will be a percussion composition
and corresponds to the sequence of musical connections linking the consecutive
circuit nodes. In case the percussion graph is not complete (i.e., a connection
exist between each pair of vertices) the graph will be automatically completed:
connections will be created for every pair of nodes using one of the optimizers.
He may wish to visit some node before others and will try to find circuits that
satisfy the defined constraints. To search for the optimized circuit we can use a
simple local search algorithm like 2-OPT [4] to improve a nearest neighbor tour
as an initial solution.

6 Future Work

Although our application did suffer through a lot of internal testing, it would
be quite interesting to test it with multiple outside users, especially musicians.
As of this moment one of the main focuses is to insure that the system is robust
enough, so that data and honest feedback can be gathered from a wide range of
users. These tests will be on the systems musicality and the interface.

We intend to extend our system by including multiple note velocities instead
of limiting it to just two velocity types (active and inactive). Instead of having
a constant tempo for an entire percussion graph, we intend to allow rhythms
with different tempos in the same percussion. Its important to note that this
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would imply a different similarity metric, rhythm representation and alter the
optimization processes (include note velocity and rhythm tempo).
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